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The Crossing of Greenland
by TED COURTENAY

'Greenland is a dreadful place 
Its a place that's never green, 
Where there's ice and snow and 
the whale fishes blow and the 
daylight's seldom seen.'

And so goes the chorus of the old whaling song which expresses 
that Greenland is a pretty awful place, but for me it's fascinating, a 
land of great contrast dominated by the arctic environment and the 
most outstanding feature, the vast ice cap which covers the whole 
of the interior, surpassed only in size by the great plateau of 
Antarctica.

Many years ago I read for the first time, and was certainly 
enthralled by it, Nansen's account of the first crossing in his 
famous book of the same name. In the summer of 1978 I was 
indeed fortunate to go to East Greenland with Stan Woolley and 
four others, during which time we climbed and man hauled sledges 
on skis through the previously unexplored Kron Prins Frederik 
Bjerge reaching a latitude of 70° north. It was a good expedition, 
very successful, and I was more than ever bitten by the polar bug, 
so much so, that after the trip Stan and I often talked about 
planning a small expedition to attempt a crossing of Greenland east 
to west, the journey which Fridtjof Nansen first completed in 1888, 
a long and dangerous journey justifiably described as one of the 
great journeys of the northern hemisphere.

During the nineteenth century many geographers of the time 
thought there may be a 'Green Oasis' or some huge mountain range 
in the interior of Greenland, so to cross Greenland became a great 
challenge. Explorers from many countries, even our own Edward 
Whymper made attempts to penetrate the inland ice, but failed. All 
these attempts had been made from the west coast, but Nansen, a 
very determined and strong minded individual, had a simple plan 
and that was to land on the virtually uninhabited and desolate east 
coast and to commit himself completely to the crossing or as he 
states in his book, 'Death or the West Coast.' On the expedition he 
was accompanied by three fellow Norwegians, together with two 
Laplanders.
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Nansen's party left their ship in a rowing boat at about 65° 
North and into very heavy pack ice. They were not to make the 
mainland for another sixty days for they were to drift south with 
the pack for some 300 miles. Open water did then appear and they 
rowed nearly all the way back making landfall short of the planned 
starting point at a position about 63° north.

What an incredible start to that epic journey across the ice cap 
and we were about to try and repeat Nansen's original plan almost 
100 years later.

The day arrived when the whole team, Stan Woolley, lain 
Campbell, Robin Illingworth, John Beatty, Rob Ferguson and 
myself assembled at Ringway Airport and set off on the first leg of 
the great adventure by flying to Copenhagen.

The first three members of the team and myself had been 
together in Greenland in 1978.1 had asked John Beatty, well before 
he went south to Antarctica, if he would come, and though he had 
not long been back, he was raring to go. Rob, who I had app- 
roached fairly late on, was likewise just as enthusiastic. I must 
say that I was pleased that half the team were Rucksackers and 
thought to myself, as we were saying our goodbyes to wives and 
girlfriends, that we were a very mixed but well suited bunch and the 
whole thing would be nothing more than a somewhat extended 
winter's Marsden-Edale. It was, however, to be quite different with 
no dropping down to the Snake Inn for a brew.

All our main kit, together with over 600-lbs weight of food made 
up into 9-man-day packs, to give us 4700 calories a day, had been 
shipped out to the east coast weeks before. All we carried on the 
plane was our personal gear, together with our skis which were, in 
fact, late in being delivered to us.

After an overnight stop in Copenhagen, taking in the sights of 
the Tivoli Gardens and some others not so salubrious and really 
unmentionable, we flew out on an early flight to Sondre 
Stromfjord, West Greenland, just north of the Arctic Circle, 
arriving there at 11.00 in the morning, Greenland time.

Sondre Stromfjord is the main gateway to Greenland a town 
without a town, in fact it consists of a large U.S.A.F. base, a civil 
airport and a transit hotel and that's about it. Regulations are fairly 
strict regarding camping and moving about 'Off Limits.' Early that 
same evening we got chatting with a very pleasant American 
geologist who worked at the base. He was very interested in our 
plans and later that evening was kind enough to take us all in his 
Chevrolet pick-up truck, some five miles up the valley towards the 
ice front. We climbed a prominent hill and there, stretched out 
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before us, as far as the eye could see and further was ice, mile upon 
mile, broken by ice falls, seracs and a thousand crevasses. Nearly 
eight weeks later, also at the end of a very long day, we were to pass 
that hill again.

Next morning saw us all embarked on a De Havilland Dash 7 for 
the 450 mile flight across the ice to Kulusuk on Cap Dan Island on 
the east coast and then on by chopper to Angmagssalik.

We were very soon out over the ice and unfortunately into cloud 
because it was rather overcast. I remember seeing many lakes and 
rivers in the ice, which were numerous on this western margin. The 
plan on our return journey was to go well north in order to miss 
them. I saw nothing else until our descent along the east coast, a 
coast very different from the west, much colder, mountainous 
terrain and a sea full of pack ice and bergs. Another short hop in a 
helicopter and we were back in our old 1978 camp site in Happy 
Valley a mile out af Angmagssalik.

Prior to us leaving the U.K., we had made some tentative 
arrangements to hire the sealer Timmik', the one and only suitable 
boat in Angmagssalik capable of the journey through the pack to 
the mainland. What we were not to know was that the B.B.C. had 
arrived there some weeks previously to make the dramatised docu- 
mentary 'Shackleton' and they were able to put down a lot more 
money for the hire of the 'Timmik' than we could afford.

The uncertainty of getting a boat at all was, to say the least, 
making us very concerned. We planned on staying only for one day 
and this delay was costing us valuable time and money. We had 
even thought of hiring the helicopter, but apart from the cost, 
thought it unethical to be dropped out on the ice. We, like Nansen, 
would start at sea level.

Our luck was however, to change very quickly, for on the third 
morning Stan had met the Eskimo Skipper of the supply boat 
'Eijner Mikkleson' on a brief visit to Angmagssalik and talked him 
into taking us and all our kit, 1200-lbs of it, through the pack-ice to 
the mainland and, better still, it was for free.

After all those months of preparation there we all were, the only 
passengers on this sturdy boat looking out across the coastal pack 
ice through early morning mists in the mouth of Sermilik Fjord.

There was much ice that morning, six to seven tenths of it and it 
was to take another 16 hours of pushing and reversing through it 
before we finally arrived at the point for disembarkation. An iron 
ladder was quickly put over the side onto a rocky bluff, the derrick 
was swung with our two large supply crates and there, at last, we all
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stood on the mainland of east Greenland, somewhat bewildered 
and most certainly isolated but rather enchanted. The boat soon 
reversed, thrust on its propellers and glided away into the pack 
silently save only for one blast on the horn.

This first camp, John christened it 'Camp Miserable', certainly 
lived up to its name. It rained steadily, our tents floated on the 
tundra bog, warm wet mist drifted in from the sea and, to cap it all, 
we were being eaten alive by hordes of voracious Arctic midges. We 
were however, in a somewhat better position than Nansen nearly 
100 years previously. He was still out there amongst the grinding 
pack-ice unable to even see the land, never mind reach it.

The point where we had been put ashore we reckoned at about 
65°.42' north. Less than three miles behind us were glaciers off the 
inland ice, fanning out and calving bergs into the sea. Our plan was 
to hump everything we had got from coast camp up onto the glacier 
and there, if conditions were right, we hopefully could start 
sledging and soon find snow, enabling us to ski. We would strike 
north west for some 40 miles going to a height of approximately 
4000 feet and then turn west on a bearing of 324° and, if Lady Luck 
was with us, and we had done our sums right, in something like 250 
miles, we should reach the American Dew Line Station 'Dye 2' at 
66° 29' north 46° 17' west at an altitude of 8600 ft, having crossed 
the highest point of the journey at 9300ft.

To find 'Dye 2' would be like looking for the tiniest of needles 
in a very large white haystack. It was most critical that we locate 
'Dye 2': it would fix our position accurately in this great white 
wilderness. We carried no sextant or other means of plotting our 
position exactly once the land had disappeared in the East. 
Locating 'Dye 2' would give us a much better chance to plot the 
final leg of some 150 miles down to Sondre Stromfjord. The 
importance of being able to establish our landfall on the west spot 
on, is because at that stage our food and fuel would be very low 
indeed. The west coast is indented with great fjords; Stromfjord is 
over 80 miles in length from the sea, there is virtually no habitation 
for hundreds of miles and, to try to travel along this coastal margin 
on foot, if we were unfortunate to hit it north or south of Sondre 
Stromfjord would be a serious matter, particularly having just 
traversed some 400-odd miles across the inland ice.

It took us a crippling three days to move our 1200-lbs of stores 
and fuel, carrying at least 60-lbs per man, on each journey. It 
rained more or less continuously and with very little wind, so that 
the midges were out in force. We walked, overburdened, through 
bogs, across slippery rock and through patches of soft snow. The



narrow margin between the sea and the ice front is a lonely but 
really beautiful place at this time of the year, with many species of 
Alpines blooming but with no signs that humans had been there. 
The flowers were the last living things we were to see for many 
weeks.

Eventually, we got all our kit and stores up onto the ice fringe. 
The ice ahead rose quite steeply in long grey folds, always rising to 
the horizon. Somewhere on that horizon would be snow, firm snow 
that sledges and skis would run on, the snow that covers nearly 
90% of the land area of this vast island, the greatest accumulation 
of snow in the northern hemisphere.

Our struggle for the next 12 days was quite unbelievable, the 
hardest time I have ever experienced on any expedition. We carried 
appalling loads on our backs and the bare ice was relentless with 
great melt water streams running in the ice blue ravines cut deeply 
through the stone pitted surface and with gaping crevasses 
continuously blocking our way forward. Utmost care was needed 
with these heavy loads and we had some close calls, a serious 
crevasse fall at this stage of the game would have been more than 
disastrous. To make matters even worse, the weather was not good, 
not the fine weather I had previously experienced in east Greenland 
at this time of the year. There was a warm wind blowing off the sea, 
bringing fog, sometimes very quickly, so that there was always a 
need to mark the route with flags when we were ferrying. This 
temperate wind had driven the snow back some 15 miles into the 
ice-cap and we were racing to catch up with it.

Days of heavy rain were sometimes followed by one beautiful 
day with not a cloud in the sky, ... then, ... suddenly without 
warning a violent catabatic wind of great force, the result of cold 
dense air sweeping down from those cold inner regions of the great 
plateau of ice. These winds are very violent to say the least and I 
remember the day well when Rob was alone in a tent to try to keep 
it from blowing away, it was also secured to a number of 20-lb food 
bags and a 6 gallon paraffin container. That wind moved the lot 
and for many yards down towards an area which was heavily 
crevassed and it was only stopped by tethering it, like a runaway 
horse, to an axe quickly jammed into a crack in the ice. There are 
many tales about the catabatic winds like the one when I was 
caught literally with my pants down, but that will keep for another 
time.

The main topic of conversation at our meals was the great 
concern over the very slow forward progress and one thing that



soon became very obvious was that we needed to take a drastic 
look at the weight of food, fuel and equipment we were carrying. 
After much discussion, we reluctantly cast away nearly a third of 
our rations, 4 gallons of paraffin, which now stood at eleven 
gallons, some spare clothing and odd bits of climbing gear. We 
believed that this reduction of weight would be one key to faster 
travel, but it is really a folly to abandon fuel and food in the Arctic 
and the price could be high, particularly for fuel, because fire 
makes precious water and water makes food. However, we had 
done all our calculations, they were now without contingencies we 
must make no errors in judgement and speed was to be the key to 
our success.

Our movement forward was still painfully slow with much 
ferrying in miserable conditions, ice quagmires, melt ponds and 
pools full of ice slush that saturated our equipment and clothing 
and all hands were often needed to rescue sunken sledges. Despite 
these very difficult conditions we did travel forward, the melt water 
streams and quagmires were soon to be behind us. The sledges 
were beginning to glide, slowly at first, but as temperatures began 
to drop as we climbed higher, surfaces improved and soon we were 
on skis.

We were now enjoying a spell of good weather, but our daily toil 
was endless. The sledges were heavy and hauling, with two to a 
sledge, was hard work and, at the end of the day, your shoulders 
and back ached badly. We didn't talk much, there was no view, 
even though the sky was beautiful clear. All there was was a 
horizon; that continuous white line all the way round. We very 
soon realised the great enormity of our undertaking and that we 
were now completely committed, just like Nansen, we couldn't go 
back, there was nowhere really to go back to, we had to cross.

The lack of a sextant to determine our accurate position meant 
that our navigation was completely by hand-held compass carried 
by each of us in turn, doing a one hour stint in the front trace 
holding the compass in one hand, the ski pole in the other. One had 
to look at the compass needle continuously because even on the 
clearest of days there was nothing on the horizon on which to set 
the bearing to. Fitted to one of the runners of a sledge was an 
aluminium arm to which was attached a bicycle wheel with a 
cyclometer which totted-up the miles run each day, and at the end 
of every day's run, this would be plotted with the bearing onto the 
map, making allowances for magnetic variation and for drift. As 
the days passed into weeks the thin pencil line on our map began to 
get longer. 
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To give you some idea of our 'day' we usually rose around mid- 
night, what John called the death hour. We slept two to a tent, they 
were the igloo double skin type marketed by Karrimor and named 
'Black Ice Meridian.' They were quite roomy with spring steel 
supports that flexed very satisfactorily in strong winds. We slept on 
Karrimats with the primus stove and cooking tackle betweeen us. 
At the dreadful hour, Stan, who had the alarm clock, would give a 
shout from the neighbouring tent. If you were on cook duty, you 
would raise your head from down in the sleeping bag, expose your 
arms and a little bit of the rest of the body and find the Meta fuel. 
The primus would be started and a panful of snow you had got 
ready before turning in, would be put on. The tent walls would be 
covered with frost, also your sleeping bag cover and, as you 
exhaled, your breath formed a white cloud. One slept very lightly 
and dreamt a lot of quite vivid dreams, but you awoke at very 
regular intervals, mainly because of the cold. The long forgotten 
hibernation instinct seems somehow to return and in that cold 
early hour, you experienced a short period of physical and mental 
withdrawal. After what seems to be an age, the snow turns to water 
and the water eventually boils and a most welcome brew is made. 
The remaining water is poured onto a mixture of Alpen, sugar and 
milk powder, which is quickly eaten whilst still warm and this 
would be finished off with your ration of ships biscuits with plenty 
of margarine and some jam or processed cheese.

The next phase was to extract yourself from the relative comfort 
of your bag and struggle into your one piece Gore Tex shellsuit, a 
truly excellent garment once you had got in it, perfectly windproof 
and made for us by Mountain Equipment Ltd. Your double Asolo 
Summit Boots would be brought out from the fold of the sleeping 
bag to try to prevent them freezing but, by the time you had laced 
them up and put on gaiters your fingers were getting pretty cold. 
Before you got too far with all this gear, it was a good idea to spend 
a penny for, once you had it all on, you had a job to find it, never 
mind to do it! For this job you had a personal two litre container 
with your name on it, and you carried it everywhere you went. lain 
Campbell, our Doctor, was conducting physiological research 
during the journey to measure the effects of long-term stress in the 
body and the build up of hormones and this required us to pass 
every drop of urine into the container during every 24 hour period. 
No matter how bad the conditions were, lan, with great patience, 
would religiously measure each total quantity and place a small 
amount in a tube for returning to the U.K. There were many times 
during the journey when the contents of the container were frozen 
solid and had to be smashed into small pieces to empty it.
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Once you had all your gear on, you pulled on the sledge harness, 
packed away your sleeping bag and other bits and pieces into your 
sack so that everything was ready and only then would you crawl 
outside and catch your breath in the searing cold. The temperature 
would be well below minus 20 C as we awkwardly packed and 
lashed the sledges, all the time waiting for some warmth to 
permeate our bodies. We were completely alone, so small in this 
great ice wilderness, land having long disappeared on our eastern 
horizon. We had travelled over 100 miles, only 300 miles lay ahead, 
but it was going to get colder, a lot colder.

I was certainly overwhelmed by the stark beauty of those early 
dawns when the weather was clear. The great silence around with 
the sun still flaming below the horizon producing a spectacular 
pillar of fire in the early sky, burning with all the colours of the 
spectrum.

Skis were quickly attached to boots, the sledge harness clipped to 
the trace, the sledge lifted to break the frozen bond between runner 
and surface and a good heave and, with luck, it would move. Your 
ball and chain was complete, and you would heave on the nylon 
trace in deadly earnest for hour after hour, never to be free of it. 
We trudged on usually in silence through a hapless void to stop 
around 5 a.m. for a brew. For this, one tent was quickly erected, 
lashed to sledges and skis; the six of us would crawl in, zip up the 
flap and lay around the primus making ourselves as comfortable as 
possible until the tea was ready. Our daily ration of one Mars Bar 
and Kit-Kat, together with some nuts and raisins was eagerly 
devoured and our thirst quenched with a mug of sweet tea. You 
would try that you were last out of the tent, in order to scavenge the 
odd crumb of chocolate or a nut that had been dropped. Once 
outside, the routine was the same, put on skis, clip into the harness 
and trudge forward. The climb to 9000ft. over the distance of over 
200 miles is nearly imperceptible, except for the negative gravity of 
the sledge. Once again, for another 4 hours or so, stopping only 
perhaps because nature called, and that was a cold business, or to 
check the bearing or maybe to take the odd photograph and then to 
finally stop for the day. If conditions had been good, the sledge 
wheel would show that between 12 to 13 miles had been clocked.

Each tent was soon erected, one man would enter, put down the 
Karrimats, the other would get the rest of the gear inside, stow 
away and secure the skis and the sledge. Soon the primus would be 
roaring; John and I had a couple of half bottles of Scotch Whisky 
with us and, if we thought we had done well that day or, on the 
other hand felt a bit frail, we would take a capful each. The two
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bottles lasted us right across Greenland.
Because of the very low humidity, one would get terribly dry 

after a day's hauling, so the first thing was to down a mugful of hot 
Rise and Shine, then a mugful of Cup-a-Soup, followed by a brew. 
The duty cook would then prepare the main meal of the day, which 
would be rice or Smash with dehydrated meat or pie filling with 
vegetables, followed by hot apple dice, if you were lucky enough to 
find some in the food pack; if unlucky, it would be instant whip, 
and you didn't need a fridge for that!

All this over and it usually took a couple of hours, you would get 
properly inside your sleeping bag, boots stuffed inside, balaclava 
pulled well down over your eyes to keep the light out, and hope to 
get some sleep.

If I had gone past the initial sleeping stage, and that seemed to 
happen often, I would read a few chapters of 'Papillon' while John 
would have his headphones on, listening to Dylan, on his Sony 
Walkman.

On the 28th day after leaving the east coast, and after a settled 
spell of calm cold days, great grey clouds advanced from the 
eastern horizon. After being in our tents but a few hours, we were 
overwhelmed by a tremendous blizzard. From the depths of our 
sleeping bags we listened to the violence of the storm tearing at the 
tent skins. The noise of the tent flapping was terrible and I thought 
that at any minute it would be torn apart or plucked away. We lay 
up that morning to 9.30 a.m., and then decided, against appalling 
conditions, to try and make a move.

The wind was on our lee side so we tried the sail but very soon we 
were completely bogged down in soft whirling snow, having 
covered only IVi miles. After two days of violent weather confined 
to our tents, days when we gave very serious thought to our 
situation, which was really quite desperate, days when we even 
considered the possibility of retreat. But where could we retreat to?

As the storm abated a little, we dug ourselves out and over the 
next few days marched on in zero visibility into a freezing wind 
towards a horizon which, when you could see it at all, lay less than 
5 metres ahead. Moving continuously in these white-out 
conditions, hour after hour, the mind begins to play tricks. I 
seemed to be walking down an endless narrow passage with high 
white walls either side. All of us had similar experiences. We were 
also beginning to drift off course because of the wind, but struggled 
on for eight hours each day, days when we fought very hard for 
every mile we covered.
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One morning we awoke and all was silent, the terrible weather 
had finally abated. All around was calm, but we were in mist and a 
fog of minute ice crystals. Here at 9000ft., the highest and central 
point of our crossing of the ice cap in a cold that numbed your very 
senses, the temperature had dropped to -50°C. When you exhaled, 
snow flakes glistened in the thin air and floated down in a shower. 
Your mouth was ringed with an encrustment of ice, your throat was 
dry and limbs ached.

Stan Woolley struggled that morning for a few minutes only, to 
break frozen tent supports with gloveless hands, a mistake he will 
not forget, he lost the tips of his thumbs several days later.

There were some rewards in this inhospitable frozen stillness in 
the unique beauty of the Artic mists, there is no subtlety of colour 
except for the parhelia, the phenomenon of seeing mock suns, arcs 
and halos as light is reflected and refracted from the ice crystals 
suspended in the air. Breathtaking experiences and with cold hands 
you would try hard to capture it on film, quite eerie experiences 
that you would never forget. All this was to drive us on, we were 
now over the highest point, downhill all the way to the west coast, 
nearly 200 miles on, but the descent was not even noticeable.

The out-blowing winds were now in our favour and sails were 
unfurled and, if the wind was right, we skied hard mile after mile 
being pulled along by the sledge.

We were now experiencing another spell of clear weather and this 
was to be very much in our favour because, according to our 
calculations, we were some 40 to 50 miles from the DEWLINE 
station DYE 2 and we didn't want to sledge past it.

Each day our eyes would scan the white horizon then early one 
morning when the light was just right, John Beatty shouted that he 
could see a black dot on the horizon. It was on the 33rd day from us 
leaving the coast. Some time later, there was a sort of mirage effect, 
which is common in the great white desert, and the dot appeared to 
elongate.

We could all see it clearly and were now convinced that this was 
really DYE 2, and we estimated its distance as being some 40 miles 
away. On looking at the compass, its position was only 2 degrees 
off our original set bearings. When we turned into our bags that day, 
all of us were in high spirits and, to say the least, very pleased with 
our efforts.

During the next few days the outline of the structure became 
clearer and clearer and from 20 miles distance it looked, I thought, 
very much like St.Paul's Cathedral.
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What sort of reception could we expect when we arrived? Would 
they have seen us coming, would we be able to stop for a short 
time? The main thought, would they give us a meal and let us get 
cleaned up a bit? All these questions went through our minds. On 
the last but one day we halted some six to seven miles away late in 
the afternoon. We would make our appearance early next morning.

It was, I remember exceedingly cold and we hurriedly packed the 
sledges and skied off joking with each other at what we would 
expect when we finally arrived.

As we got closer, I marvelled at the ingenuity of the U.S., in the 
construction of this 4000 ton technological wonder in such a remote 
and inhospitable place, 8,600ft. up on this vast ice cap.

Soon, a few figures could be seen moving fuel drums, they were 
well kitted out in anoraks with fur hoods pulled well down. We 
stared, they stared back then waved. They indicated that we should 
move around to the far side of the structure and there we found a 
large single storey hutment and many people working in deep pits 
driven down into the ice alongside the main structure. They all 
came out to greet us and shake our hands, wanting to know where we 
had come from. It was truly a wonderful occasion. Very soon the 
six of us were taken inside the big hut and through to the dining- 
room area, where there were a lot of men having a meal. It 
turned out that all these people were working for the Danish Arctic 
Construction Co., whose job it was to move DYE 2 from its 
original position only a few hundred metres using massive 
hydraulic rams and steel runways to a new ice foundation, because 
there was no longer any further adjustment left on the great jacks 
supporting the structure which are periodically lifted to prevent it 
sinking into the ice.

The operation had to be carried out and completed during the 
short Arctic summer. The men started work at 6 a.m., and came in 
every 3 hours for food, finally stopping work at 6 p.m. They could 
only work when there was no wind and even then it was very hard 
work in exceedingly cold conditions.

The whole accommodation was excellently equipped, centrally 
heated with electric lighting, showers and single bed cubicles. We 
sat down alongside the other men at a large table still with all our 
gear on. It was somewhat embarrassing, we hadn't washed for over 
5 weeks and we no doubt stunk quite a bit. Our faces were black 
with sunburn and grime and our eyes looked wild.

Soon, most of the men went back outside, and we were informed 
that we could just help ourselves to food - and what food! It was 
breakfast time, there were fruit juices, then as much porridge as
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you wanted followed by meat, ham or eggs, then Danish pastries 
with butter and preservatives followed by fruit and as much tea, 
coffee or hot chocolate as you could manage. We never stopped 
eating. Stan, who was very concerned by his apparent loss of 
weight (he had in fact lost something like 2 stones) ate in the 20 
hour stay we had at DYE 2, apart from lots of other things, 47 
Danish pastries.

Our short stay at DYE 2 was very soon over, everybody had made 
us most welcome and, true to the tradition found in the polar 
regions, they more than shared their food with us. We met some 
very fine and interesting people, the U.S.A.F. guys, the week-end 
flyers, a real devil-may-care bunch who fly the great C130 Hercules 
transports, equipped with ski-landing gear, and land them in 
atrocious conditions carrying everything from a large diesel 
generator to a bottle of Carlsberg. There was Knud Vaegter, the site 
construction boss, a real man amongst men, who worked all his life 
in the Arctic regions and loved every minute of it. I remember the 
morning we departed, he had arranged that the cook should give us 
a large bag of goodies, Danish Pastries, chocolate etc., to take with 
us, also a 5 gallon plastic container of boiling hot water which he had 
carefully wrapped in some old pile clothing for insulation and 
which would give us water for two to three meals later, saving us 
both time and precious fuel. There was also Wayne Tobison, the 
U.S.A.F. expert on ice movement and glaciology, a very tall and 
lanky man who gave us much valuable advice and let us see air 
photographs of the ice conditions ahead. They were all great guys 
and I will certainly never forget their genuine concern for us and 
the marvellous hospitality we had from them all at our short but 
memorable stay at DYE 2.

The morning of our departure was clear and cold with a wind 
blowing in the right direction so that our sails were unfurled right at 
the start. We waved au revoir to all our friends-who had gathered to 
see us leave, and off we went at a fair old speed. From DYE 2 we 
adjusted our bearing to put a little more north to our general 
westerly direction in order to circumnavigate, if at all possible, the 
large area of lakes on the ice which we knew should start to show 
after about 60 to 70 miles.

Over the next few days we had wonderful conditions, a good tail 
wind, nearly gale force at times, and we were driven away along our 
route pulled quite a lot of the time by the sledge in full sail looking 
like Viking long boats, achieving record daily mileages of 27 
miles, more than twice our normal daily average. These were great 
days, plenty of excitement ski-ing along with little or no effort over 
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Full Sail! Photo: John Beatty

perfect surfaces and the sledge runners were pointing down hill if 
only a little at first, but in the right direction - homeward.

Odd aircraft would be seen in the sky heading west and in fact 
one day a Hercules came over, only 30 foot above us with faces 
staring out, when quite suddenly a hatch opened and a box, the size 
of a tea chest, came hurtling out to land in the snow only a few 
yards away. We skied over to it and on the box was written 'Rule 
Britannia, God Bless the Prince of Whales' but it wasn't fishy, for 
when opened, it contained 10 litres of paraffin and some extra film. 
A fine gesture on the part of our American friends.

The good surfaces were however, not to last for we came upon 
mile upon mile of Sastrugi which shook and jolted us so that at the 
end of the day, legs were left shaking with the continual strain of 
balancing on the skis. The sledge loads were becoming lighter as we 
ate our way through the food and burned off the paraffin, but we
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now seemed to be always hungry, even half an hour after the main 
meal, possibly because we were becoming so bored with the diet. 
The glorious feast at DYE 2 was a day-dream now that we were 
back on routine rations, but our spirits were high.

The many anxious days we had experienced, the days of hard 
physical toil seemed somehow to have disappeared in the thousands 
of acres of whiteness behind us.

As the piedmont ice descends to around 5000ft. the surface 
contorts in huge folds and hollows which trap the summer run-off, 
forming thousands of lakes and ponds, some of them miles across 
and from them flow streams and even rivers. This area we believed 
would be the final barrier, and the memory we had of the awful 
times we experienced on the east coast ice fringe loomed clearly in 
our minds.

We were a little daunted when we saw what appeared to be the 
first lake in the distance. A mirror lake straight from Hans 
Christian Anderson but with no snow queen and so strange, 
surrounded by hummocked ice, the surface frozen and shining in 
the sun.

In Greenland there is only really summer and winter and the 
summer is short; we had sledged through it into the beginning of 
winter. The lakes had taken on their winter mantle, the streams and 
rivers flowing across the ice would soon be silent in the shortening 
days which were approaching.

I poked the frozen surface of the lake, it would take our weight 
and, once we were upon it with sledges, we soon found that friction 
was nil and our skis went out hither and thither at an incredible 
speed. Trying to control the direction of the sledge I was soon on my 
backside and I stayed that way being towed along until reaching the 
far side, over two hundred metres away.

We experienced some very long downhill runs to the edges of 
lakes and then, after a bit of practice, would glide across with no 
effort whatsoever.

Even though winter was on its way, we were descending quite 
quickly and it was becoming relatively warmer, so that our tea 
breaks were more bearable.

At around 4000ft. we would see mushroom-shaped clouds on the 
western horizon, clouds you associate with land, and then very 
soon after we observed a pale brown streak along the entire western 
horizon.

In Nansen's book, there is this classic line which recalls their first 
sighting of land in the west...
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'And then we rejoiced to see this sight, which we had so often 
longed to see and new courage came into our hearts and hope 
that we should now happily and without disaster cross over 
this ice-mountain, which is the greatest of all ice-mountains.'

We were also very happy that day when we made camp. Land 
was indeed ahead - some 70 miles away. The great pressure ridges 
of ice were intersected with surface water streams that soon grew 
into rivers which at times required careful crossing or long detours 
to find a suitable ice bridge. Difficult times with the sledges often 
up to the gunwhales in ice slush when crossing some water courses 
and we cursed loudly as they tippled over many, many times. The 
ground became steeper, the rivers increased in volume carving 
canyons of enormous size with aquamarine blue water blasting 
through ice caves and disappearing down spectaclular tunnels. 
Sometimes the river would run into a small lake with miniature 
icebergs floating about, a fairy-tale land in ice.

It became obvious that very soon we must abandon our sledges. 
They had stood up remarkably well to the journey, but the strain of 
being bumped up and down these tremendous ice ridges was 
beginning to show on the leather bindings and frames. We knew at 
the start of the expedition that they would eventually have to be 
left, and it seemed now that the time had come.

During the evening meal discussion took place, we agreed that 
they were becoming a bind and to increase our speed we must 
abandon them, carrying all our basic rations and equipment, and 
make a dash for the ice edge. At dawn, the sledges were stripped, 
the three propped upright together like a huge cairn and, bedecked 
with the remaining red marker flags which fluttered in the cold 
morning air. It was a sad time, for these sledges had been great 
servants to us. Our rucksacks were loaded with 5 days of food, 
together with fuel, tents and skis - quite back-breaking loads. And 
so we left the sledges for our final bid to reach land.

The area we were now passing through was like the plateau of 
Bleaklow and Kinder but a thousand times larger, complete with 
groughs and deep ravines all covered with ice. The ice ridges and 
ravines became a maze, up one side, down the other. In places, they 
were intersected by horrifying crevasses with cascades of water 
thundering down into the bowels of the ice. The air was intensely 
clear and the mid-day sun seemed to be trapped amongst the great 
ice towers that sparkled as though they were studded with a 
thousand diamonds. The ultra-violet radiation was tremendous. 
Our faces and hands were becoming badly burned in this white 
heat. 21



Approaching the West Coast Photo: John Beatly

On August 29th in the afternoon, John, who was a little ahead, 
cried out loudly, and waved to us frantically in great delight. Ahead 
of him, not much more than 100 metres away, lay a narrow neck of 
land. As we came over the last ice ridge, there it was below us, first 
some moraine then tundra with colours we had long forgotten, 
beautiful in the warm afternoon sun. Soon, we were all together, 
shaking each other's hands and then laying flat out on the tussock 
grass in disbelief and wonderment.

It was a wonderful evening with a golden sunset, an abundance 
of colour and a greater abundance of life around us. Caribou, 
Hare, Snow Bunting with crystal clear streams running through 
dwarf willows. To us it was indeed our Shangrila.

Soon we had to ask ourselves what piece of land was this? Was it 
right for a direct route into Sondre Stromfjord. After a lot of study 
of our maps, we had copies of the Greenland land surveys and the 
shape of the series of lakes that lay ahead, we came to the
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conclusion that we were on a peninsula of land a little to the north 
of where we should ideally be, separated from it by a tongue of ice. 
The following day, a short journey on land, and then back over the 
ice for a few miles and, with luck, we would strike land again and 
this time we could be on a direct route for Sondre Stromfjord.

You can well imagine that it came as a bit of a blow having to 
return to the ice, but we climbed back in good spirits and, by mid- 
afternoon, we were over the highest point of the tongue of the 
glacier and looking down towards another neck of land in the near 
distance, which again had laid virtually hidden until you were 
practically upon it. On the way down through the ice ravines, I was 
becoming a little too confident and would walk across fairly steep 
ice slopes, pitted with small holes, a surface that looked like an aero 
bar. At one spot, it was just that much too steep and I slid down 
and fell forward into an icy groove, giving my ribs and chest a nasty 
bang. Slowly, we descended steep ice ridges between crevasses onto 
a moraine and then again onto land.

First land on the west! Photo: John Beatty



We knew now exactly where we were and the next day the descent 
along the caribou trails through meadows of cotton grass and 
across rivers was delightful and we walked the day long, our 44th 
day, back to civilisation, passing by on the late evening, the hill we 
had all stood on many weeks before, when we had first looked out 
across the ice cap, but this night, I didn't even look back.

We had seen no central mountain range, or green oasis but we 
had some extent, nearly 100 years later, re-lived the legend of 
Nansen's journey and, to quote from Mike Bank's book 
'Greenland' ...

'the crossing of Greenland's immense ice cap remains a 
serious and memorable undertaking which will continue to 
inspire the polar traveller. There clings about it a feeling of 
both nostalgia and emotion, heavy with the memories and 
travails of the early explorers. It retains a very special aura 
which, in some certain way, seems to make it the Arctic 
counterpart of the Golden journey to Samarkand.'
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